
Have VO101 Evaluate Your Characters – Just Record This Free Script!

Email Your MP3's to: student@vo101.com

Remember, read each using a different character as to reflect a varied voice and sound. 

The key is to sound “unique” on each voiced clip. So created a different character for each of the
clips below. Also try to match the emotion and attitude of the read as well as offer a unique
character voice for each role, or test dialogue.

Character Test Script:

Get Help 970-223-3659
Character Evaluation

Celebration: Woo hoo! Hey, why all the doom and gloom people? We should be celebrating this 
fantastic news! Three creatures down, one to go. Let's get off our butts and get some... 

Drama: Wait, there it is...If you can't stay with me here, then i'll go back to Republic City with out 
you. Decide my friend because I'm on a serious mission and it does not include lazy people, only 
wanting to hold me back.

Comedy: Man's best friend is not a dog. I think it's actually an old gym sock stuffed with bacon fat

Action: I’m here to offer you a very unique proposition, one that will undoubtedly change your life 
forever. You must make a choice soon. I will return at sunset and you had better decide on the fate 
of your entire kingdom.

Adventure: Hey, man, the day job is stress free. I can play my own music, hike when I wanna, mess 
around on the Internet, or just chill out if I please. Yes sir life like a rock star is preety darn good if 
you ask me.

Nervous: There is now way, you're getting this without just cause. Hey maybe it's a cave for aliens, 
lets check it out.

Angry: This has to be the most crazy, irresponsible idea you ever had as a soldier. I should never 
have promoted you to commander of this ship.
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